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About This Game

Fall Weiss is all about:

Strategy

Turns

Hexes

Counters

Panzers

Commies, Nazis, Poles

For the first time player has a possibility to recreate the events of the first campaign of World War 2. What is more important -
the course of history can be changed, and the Germans and Soviets can be defeated. It's all up to you.

Three sides of conflict:
Third Reich - a regime looking for more and more Lebensraum, willing to roll over everything with Panzers and to bomb all that
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is left with Stukas.
Soviet Union - a regime, killing people for the Great Socialism. In 1920 the Polish Army stopped them, but this time Soviets are

better prepared.
Poland - a regime, trying to survive between two of the greatest powers of Europe. They say the most handsome and brave

cavalryman are in the Polish Army.

Facts:
Scale adapted for the size of the conflict

Detailed historical units
Huge modding possibilities

Replayability factor with a lot "what if" options
Difficulty level customizable for each country

History within a hand's reach
Only computer adaptation of the campaign

Runs well on every hardware

 
 

Main Features

Realistic presentation of the campaign's events,

Supply Depots which are crucial to execute successful offensives,

HQ units and Chain of Command boosting the efficiency of units,

Historical types of units, like Ulhans, Panzers, Stukas, etc.,

Major rivers which can really slow down the offensive,

Over 700 of historical units, with a unique photos,

20000 hexes map of Poland and surroundings.

When there are no guns, no tanks, no hope, honor is the only thing that's left
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Title: The Campaign Series: Fall Weiss
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Wastelands Interactive
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Release Date: 30 May, 2014
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.2

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,German,Polish
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Skip this game as there's no support and the Steam forum is a graveyard.. So I got sucked in. I read the reviews and was very
leery of getting this. While it is in my wheel house (love hex turn based wargames), the reviews were NOT good. But when it
made it down to under $5, i says to myself why not......
So i get it, download it and start to play. I made it exactly 1\/100th of a turn. I figured out how to move, moved 3 German units,
destroyed 1 Polish unit with equal damage to my units......no personality, no hook to keep playing. That's it, that's all. Believe the
reviews and don't buy it.. Locks up at initial loading screen. Cant find solutions in the games forums.. Would recommend this
game for WWII Strategy fans. Has a hard learning curve, but worth checking out.. This is an incredible wargame. It feels like a
boardgame from the 70's without all the rolling of dice and math. It looks complicated, but you are really just moving troops
around trying to surround, cut off supply, and all the good to do military tactical stuff. I cannot wait for the other 2 planned
releases that are to follow this game. Because of it I now have a new love of wargames, its a little pricey, but worth the money.
Be weary of lots of clicking.. No Tutorial !. I bought this title years ago back when I was new to steam gaming and I recollect
having a problem with this game then but I had a lot of games to check out (through bundles) so I just hid the game in my
library.

Now 5 years or so later I've just about brought all the war strategy games there are and therefore thought I'd revisit this game.
The problem is the mouse pointer is invisible in full scream mode.
I actually blindly moved the mouse around and got it to load only for the game to crash.

In windowed mode, the mouse just hovers over the window and none of the title screen options appear.
I can find nothing online that I can do to rectify this and given how old the game is, the Developer isn't going to do anything
about it either.

Do what I'm about to do and steer clear of Wasteland Interactive. Slow paced very hard but a rewarding experience when you
succeed.. I am not often the person to NOT recommend games, but this game I can NOT recommend because the AI turns are
too long, no tutorial, the fact you're just thrown directly into the game without knowing anything about the game at all just
entirely ruins the gaming mood for me. I just think that if this game is to actually MAKE it as a good game, it needs serious
improvements in a lot of area's. That's basically the whole story on why I can NOT recommend this game. Good day, thank you
for reading & God Bless you folks.
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